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SCPE will be available in two forms

LCPE will be assessed as part of the 
Leaving Certificate examination

The Framework is a flexible 
programme for all students in SCPE



How is the Framework designed?

} Builds on students’ prior learning from Primary PE, 
JCPE Framework, and the JCPE Short Course

} Designed to be taught over the two or three years of 
senior cycle education

} Recommends a double-period per week as the 
minimum requirement for teaching SCPE



Framework is built around 
six curriculum models

Sport Education

Contemporary issues

Adventure Education

Personal and Social 
Responsibility

Teaching  Games for 
Understanding

Health Related 
Physical Activity



Curriculum Models
} Focused, theme-based, reflects a specific 

philosophy about what is most important in 
physical education

} Defines a clear focus around the content, and aim 
toward specific, relevant, and challenging learning 
outcomes for students 

} Models are used in conjunction with physical 
activities selected by a class group and their 
teacher



For each model ... in NCCA documents

} A description of the model
} The essential elements of the model
} The objectives of SCPE addressed in the model
} What students will learn about in the model
} What students will be able to do



The ‘Phyz’
The app allows the 

teacher to...

Participate in online 
learning communities of 

practice 

Share students' work with 
other teachers 

Access models and use 
cases 

Become familiar with its 
functionality

Select learning outcomes, 
plan for learning and 

assessment

Share learning outcomes , 
learning and assessment 
activities with students 

Set up class groups and 
subgroups 

View students' work and 
provide feedback 



The ‘Phyz’
The app allows the 

student to...

Link to other apps Receive prompts and 
affirmirmation

Identify model(s) and 
learning outcomes in focus 

become familiar with its 
functionality

Goal set, plan and reflect
Construct and update a 
profile page including a 

physical activity biography

Communicate with teacher, 
class mates, and others Assemble an e-porfolio 



Healthy Ireland

} Teaching using the “Phyz” – supporting effective  
teaching and learning in the Senior Cycle Physical 
Education framework and supporting young peoples 
engagement in PA



Project Objectives
} To support a small cluster of physical education teachers as 

they familiarize themselves with the new APP and integrate its 
use effectively into their planning and teaching practice of the 
curriculum models that frame the SCPE Framework.

} To build a learning community composed of these teachers 
where they can learn and plan collaboratively, share, reflect, 
and plan to improve on their teaching practice supported by 
the use of the app

} To ensure that senior cycle students are key partners in the 
effective use of the APP in SCPE

} To share exemplification of successful practice between 
project schools and beyond with other schools and the PDST





Phases

Phase 1 – Sept - Dec Phase 2 – Jan - March

} Introduce teachers to Phyz
} Review CMs
} Plan unit of learning for 

selected CM
} Introduce planning tools
} Begin Phyz approval 

process in schools

} Teachers implementing 
CM units of learning

} Attempt to introduce 
Phyz

} Meetings to promote 
community/CPD



Data Collection

} Initial teacher interview
} Weekly teacher reflections
} Weekly critical friend conversations
} Group reflections following community meetings
} What’sApp group

Objective 1 – support of teachers
Objective 2 – build community



Context
} Our teachers

Niamh Cait Siobhan

Sal l y Sinead Evan



Gaining School Approval for use of Phyz

} Principal approval for teacher/school involvement in 
Phyz project 

} UL Ethics approval and release forms
} NCCA developed school approval/release forms
} School Acceptable Use Policy (AUP)
} Principal risk assessment concerns
} Access to Internet
} Policy on use of phones/notepads



Three Stories

Focus on Curriculum Models Focus on the Phyz

} Three teachers
} Phyz approval from BoM

slow in coming
} All had previous extensive 

training in selected CM

} Two teachers
} Principals said, ‘go for it’ 

without seeking BoM
approval

} CM training in college

Focus on the Phyz & CM
} One teacher
} In NCCA trialling project
} 1 day Phyz – 1 day CM each week



Pedagogy first
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Story 1 – Focus on Curriculum Models

Planning

Yeah,  and the 
more I enjoy 
teachingNiamh“The better planned I am, 

the more confident I am. 
The more confident I am, 
the better teacher I am.“

Cait

Now that the framework is 
here and includes guidelines it 
helps you select the proper 
outcomes .... it gives more 
structure to your planning

Siobhan



Story 1 – Focus on Curriculum Models

Student Response/Learning

Their ability to think 
tactically really, really 
improved.  And,  it seemed 
like student conversations, 
like they weren’t about  
what happened at the 
weekend but far more 
engaged in the learning.

Niamh

Sport Ed is a super way 
of teaching. The students 
are really focused, and 
they enjoy having a role 
and taking charge. You can 
see the different leaders 
in the class coming out 
that you may not have 
seen as leaders before.

Cait

With the teams set up in flights 
for badminton....what a difference. 
They are challenged at their own 
level and part of a team. Before 

how I was teaching it they would 
be isolated and alone...this is 

brilliant
Siobhan



Story 1 – Focus on Curriculum Models

Assessment

I think you think more about ... 
like, ok, hold on now,  the first 
thing I plan is my assessments to 
match the outcomes,  and then I 
plan my learning.  So the 
structure of my planning 
changed and assessment is no 
longer an add-on.

Niamh

Before I started using the 
curriculum models I never felt 
like I was assessing properly. 
Now,  I find different ways to 

assess, like task cards with 
teaching points works well for 

peer assessment and 
feedback. The assessment 
criteria you posted on the 

Google Drive helped so much 
in setting this up

Cait



Story 1 – Focus on Curriculum Models

Learning Community

The community is brilliant. 
Like, every day we go to 
Limerick or Portlaoise, I leave 
being a better PE teacher.  I 
leave like, that’s a great idea. 
We are just so keen to share.

Niamh

In college we only heard 
about curricular models, like 

really briefly. Working with the 
CM project last year and now 
this group has really changed 

the way I teach, I've really, 
really enjoyed the learning and 

sharing. Yeah.
Siobhan

Sometimes you just need 
to be in a room with like-
minded people and the 

sharing just opens up. I’ve 
really enjoyed that; it has 

been eye opening.
Cait



Story 1 – Focus on Curriculum Models

Technology

Teachers need to know 
that the technology won’t 
teach for us; we teach 
and it either enhances or 
inhibits...that’s it.

Niamh

It’s not, no, no, no. It 
is a tool, no more 
than SloPro,  it’s an 

app that you can use 
in your teaching.

Cait

While I am excited to try the 
Phyz, I am worried. Our school is 
way behind in technology; we just 

got Wifi and phones are not 
allowed in school. So, it has to 
really be working well before I 

can chance it with the girls.
Siobhan



App-driven
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Story 2 – App-driven

Technology

Q:  Are you sharing with the 
students coaches some task 
cards or any information to 
facilitate their work? 
A: Not, because the student 
toolbox (in the Phyz) is not 
working… 

Sinead

The app is just not user 
friendly… students were 
actually very interested in 
but after two weeks they 
are very frustrated..  at 
this point there is no 

benefit at all of using the 
app…

I have spent the first week, 
explaining the app… it’s been 

quite confusing…next week I will 
do the teams and the roles… the 
teams will have to write a weekly 

reflection (using ‘notes’) then 
take a picture and upload the 

picture to the Phyz… 
Sally



Technology II

The problem is that I don’t 
teach these kids apart for 
one part on a Friday…and 
the kids have many 
questions about the app, 
and it has been very 
frustrating…

Sinead

It is being very 
distracting… the app 

is distracting kids 
about learning the 
content… at the 
moment it is a 

distraction

The app is slowing down the 
Sport Education part because I 
am spending most of my time 

responding to questions on the 
app…my plan for next week is 
trying to use the assessment 

activities and the quiz… 
Sally

Story 2 – App-driven



Technology III

Q. Can you describe the 
motivation of your students at 
this point (week 4) 

A. The kids are a little bit 
annoyed because of the app 
problems,  that’s why I am not 
going to use the app this week, 
and just focus on the content…

Sinead

Last week I could not 
teach the student 

coaches and the teams 
about the modified 

games because of the 
app…

Story 2 – App-driven

The kids really need more time 
to learn about the app, before 

we start enacting the curriculum 
model... They really need that… 
you can teach the app by using 
some games or whatever, but it 

really needs to be taught 
separately fro, the CM.

Sally



After five weeks of app-
dominated conversations, we are 
finally talking about the CM and 
its pedagogical potential for the 
students… the app is now at a 
secondary level – due to all the 

problems they have had, it seems 
that they have understand that it 

hasn’t have to be a priority…

Antonio

Our perspective

I really believe the 
teachers are beginning to 
recognise planning with 
the curriculum models is 
the key and the Phyz is a 
tool to assist in their 
teaching and to 
compliment student 
learning.

Deborah



Initial Conclusions

} Phyz and CM needs to be taught separately
} First, teachers need to have a clear understanding and 

knowledge of the CM
} Second, teachers need to understand use of the Phyz
} Three, teachers need to set the units of learning 

before adding the Phyz
} Only in this way, will teachers be able to integrate the 

Phyz meaningfully to enrich the CM learning 
experience



Discussion with CESI Community

} Reactions to the stories
} Worry about teacher focus on Phyz as the ‘key’ and 

teachers feeling that if it does not work then the 
framework and CMs have failed

} Advisory committee pushing to release the app to 
teachers...before it is completely tested

} Reaction to schools using an IT digital system who 
are questioning why use the Phyz instead of what 
they have


